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Abstract 

We are building a 4.7 Tesla-meter room temperature 
solenoid to b’e installed in a IO-foot long AGS straight sec- 
tion. This experiment will t.est the idea of using a partial 
snake to correct all depolarizing imperfection resonances 
and also test the feasibility of betatron tune jump in cor- 
recting intrinsic resonances in the presence of a partial 
snake, 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The spin equation of motion for a moving particle in a 
static magnetic field is given by’ 

d,? 
- I= 
dt 

$2 x [(l + CT)& + (1 + G)g,,l. (1) 

where @I and 61, are the transverse and longitudinal 
components of the magnetic fields respectively. G is the 
anomalous gyromagnetic g-factor and ytnc’ is the energy 
of the moving partich. 

Eq. (1) indicates that the transverse vertical dipole 
guide field in an accelerator, gives rise to a spin preces- 
sion around the vertical direction by Gy per turn arour~d 

the ring. On the other hand, the transverse horizontal 
and the longit,udinal fields kick the beam spin away from 
the vrrtical .polarization direction. Normally, there is no 
longitudinal field in Ihe accelerator except the solenoidal 
snake in the present proposal. The transverse horizontal 
fields could arise frorn: (1) vertical orbital motion away 
from the center of quadrupoles and/or (2) dipole rotation 
error. Given the repetitive nature of circular accelerators, 
thesr depolarization kicks can be Fourier analyzed to ob- 
tain the resonance frequency, or resonance tune per revo- 
lution. The int,rinsic resonance occurs at a resonance tune 
I<, = L . P 31: vy and the imperfection resonance occurs at 
Ii, = n. The corresponding Fourier amplitudes are called 
resonance strengths, cj. Intrinsic resonances arise from 
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the vertical betatron motion of particles, and inlpcrf~~ct.ion 
resonances arise from the vertical closed orbit distortion. 

As y increases during xc&ration, t,hP intrinsic rcso- 
nance condition can be avoided by approl)riat.caly shifting 
the vertical betatron t.unc:. Imperfection dcpolarizirlg r~s- 
onances due to the vertical closed orbit motion occur RI, 
w d = CT‘7 =I n. They have bern ovcrconI(: I)y usi,,g thca 
methods of harmonic correction’ and adiabar.ic s~)in flip”. 
For example, at the AGS the method of harmonic cori-(‘c- 
tion is applied by utilizing 95 correction dipoles. 

The above mentioned correction schemrs arc, Ilo\\- 
ever, of limited applicability when accelerating polarized 
protons to very high energies. Tile harmonic. correct,ion 
method is tedious, time consuming and dcI)e”ds 011 t.11~ 
closed orbit of the accelerator, which IIILL~ drift wit11 lil~lcx 
and change between running periods.2 At. high energies, 
where the resonances are overlappillg, tllc rnctllotl of ntlia- 
batic spin flip fails, as does the method of tune jump which 
is stopband limited. 

An arrangement, of niagnets, called a Sitxiriarl sl~rrkc, 
was proposed” to sinlrlltnrti~oi;sly ov~rco~l~’ all ~I~‘~)o~:~I.IzIII~ 
resonances, A snake rotates the spin of c:acl~ proto[l 11y 180 
degrees about an axis in the horizontal plnnr (or1 ixacll l.llrn 
around the ring without affecting t,llr: orbit.al cl:~sc:rl OI hit. 
outside of the snake. Sinlilariy, a part,ial SII:&(~ r<)t.;~t,c.s tl~c, 
spin of each proton by an angle 6 < lSOO. The h(: Il:ivior V! 
a partial snake is most easily understood fror[I t II<: I)<linl 
of view that the spin tnnc v, of a spin I)art.ic,l<> is gii,i 11 IJJ 
the following equation, 

CO’rTTU - (c)s(Tr~)ccs f, : s-‘. I’ 1. 
2 

(2) 

For a 100% snakr, 6 = 1X0”, we havcb 11,=1/2. Nrl!.hr[ 
resonance condition discussed above is therefore (‘v(‘r sat- 
isfied regardless of t,hp bc:arn rnergy. For a part i al s~rakr, 
6 < 180°, the spin tune V, obtainwl from Eq. (2) will de- 
viate from an integer value by a distancrr of &. ‘I‘h~s (llc 
imperfection resonance condition will not occur. The vrr- 
tical stable spin direction will however flip sign ill passing 
through every integer Gy value. The situation for intrinsic 
resonances is mow complicatrtl, and in g~n~rnl a partial 
snake will not be able t,o overcome the intrinsic dcl~<~lar- 
ization resonances. Thus t,he vertical tune jump method 
has t,o be used. 
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Recently, snake experiments5 have been performed at 
the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility. These experi- 
ments demonstrated that a Siberian snake can indeed over- 
come a single depolarizing resonance. More importantly, a 
partial snake is found to be capable of correcting imperfec- 
tion resonances. However these test.s were partially static 
and only corrected an individual resonance during the ac- 
celeration cycle. A very slight. depolarization on each of 
many resonances could be troublesome. Although absent 
in ideal theoretical simulation,” we should determine that, 
t,his dors not, occur in a real machine. An AGS test would 
be a direct demonstration of a partial snake correcting 
many resonances during acceleration. 

The accelerat,or physics experiment at the iiGS is in- 
tended to study (1) the effect of a partial snakes on the 
spin motion in t,ht> presence of imperfection allri intrinsic 
resonances, (2) adiabatic turn on/off of the snake7, and (3) 
betatron tune jumlp in the presence of the partial snake. 

2 ACCELERATOR PHYSICS ISSUES 

2.1 Emittance Growth due to Tune Jump 

Intrinsic resonances in the presence of a 5%~ partial snake, 
can be overcome with the vertical betatsron tune jump, 
where 10 larninat,ed ferrite quadrupoles are pulsed pri- 
marily to change the vertical betatron tune (the horizon- 
tal tune is also changed by the ratio of &//YE) with rise 
and fall times of 3 psec and 3 nsec respectively. These 
pulsed quadrupolta fields create a betatron amplitude mis- 
match. Thr cmittance growth is estimated to be IO% with 
Av, = 0.3. 

During the tune jump, the horizontal and vrrtical be- 
tatron tunes will cross each other. Thus the linear betatron 
coupling is enhanl-ed in the presence of a solenoidal snake. 
Since the resonance st,rength is proportional to the square 
root of the vertical emittance, ,,&, the emittance growth 
must be minimized. This process has been studied with a 
numerical simulation. 
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Figure 1: ‘L‘he initial position of tl~c, partit-I(: is s=z-S’ IILIII. 
E,=E, =4x mm-mrad 

1) The two initial trilllsversr cxriittanct3 ar(x lln~~cl\li~l. 
The simulation result,s show that the two rrnittances oscil- 
late around t,he original values. Since! II, anti I/, cross at 
400 turns, the amplitude oscillation is more drastic around 
400 turns. At the same time, E, and -cZ arc exchangc~d 
The emittance exchange gives rise to emitt,ancc growth. 
The simulation has been done for several diffcrcnt, initi:J 
phase space coordinates, all result,s show the rmitt ante PS- 
change. It seems t,hat the emittance ~xcha~~gc is incvit :iljl~ 
for unequal initial emittancrs. 

2) The two initial trausvc‘rsci cniit t ;lrlc<,s art’ ~~clu;ll. 
The simulation shows t,hat the t.rentf does not, changct: F, 
and cZ oscillate around the initial values a11d oscillat.c, clr;is- 
tically when near 400 turns. The differcnccs Iwtwcrl icr 
and E, arc smaller, since the st.art,ing rrrlitt,nncc~s arc t.ht‘ 
same. Which of cr and Ed is larger &pm& 011 t,lw initial 
phase space coordinatw No emit,t.;tncc= growt,h is ohwr~r~d 
in this casc(see Fig.1). Emit,t,anw mea.wrc:rwnt during 1.11~ 
tune jump2 shows similar bc~havior. 

2.2 Effect of Solenoid on Emittance 2.3 Spin Flip due to 1,argc ljetatrorl ilrlll~lilfldc 

A transport matrix is used to track t.he particle mobion The beam bunch is made of particles with different t.rans- 
in the AGS ring with a solenoid. The transport matrix, verse action, The rms emittance EQ of the bear11 is dcfi11t:d 
Mfdd, a 4 x 4 matrix, is given by a.! 

2 

Mioiat = MA I Mring. (3) 
Eg = !Tf- 

Pz 

The maximum tolerable tune jump is Au = 0.3, so 
the time for V, to return to its normal value is At = 
Au/G’+ = 3.3ms(j=50 s-l for the AGS). Since the rev- 
olution frequency is 2.71~9, the vertical tune V, is restored 
in about 1200 turns after the jump. For a solenoid with 
length 1=2.5m, B=kl=4.7/Bp=0.057, we obtain the cou- 
pling strengt~h k-=0.0226 m-‘. 

In the present simulation, we use Av, = 0.2,i.c., V, in- 
creases linearly fTorn 8.6 to 8.6 in 1200 turns for Av,=0.2, 
V, decreases linearly from 8.7 to 8.6 in 1200 turns. Then 
V, and Y, are kept as constants as the particle travels upto 
1700 turns. The simulation has been done for two cases: 

The Gaussian distribution of the beam is given 1)~ 

i -* P(E) = G” 

The intrinsic depolarizing resonance* F trcrlgtli of a spin par- 
ticle is given by - 

( = c D 

J 

-5. 

t‘o 

whore c0 is the resonance strerlglh for p:+rt,ic.lib wit,11 
rms emittance Ed, Applying the Froissart-St,or;t Formula 
to each part.icle, the effect ivc: polarizalion aft.cr pacsing 
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through resonance becomes, 

P) 
J 

1-2ks.r 
- .z 
PO 

oll ,+)pE=e - l]d& = a 
I+&$’ 

For the AG!i, ct E 3 rz 4 x 10e5. It is necessary to have 
a rrns resonance strength, (0,0.016 to obtain 00%) spin flip; 
i.e., (P)/P = -0.90. On the other hand, a single particle 
spin flip occurs at a resonance strength E = 1.2 x lo-‘. 
The coresponding rms emittance of t,he particle to achieve 
99% spin flip is ahout, & = 271. mm-mrad at y = 4.8. Let us 
assume that the normalized rms emittancc is EN = 2n mnl- 
mrad, The required kick emittancr will he about 2.5 r mm- 
mrad at y = 4.8. The kicked bunch will execute a betatron 
oscillation at a maximum amplitude of dm 21 7.5 
mm. A problem related to such a scheme is that the beam 
decoheres in the betatron phase space and leads to bunch 
dilution or ~?mit,tance growth. Amplitude dependent, t,une 
is given by 

u, = u,o + “““a; 
L3 z 

with a’,, 21 30[&]. When the bunch is kicked, the tune 
spread of thle bunch is given by 

Au, = 2% . a, Au, N 7.5 x 10m5. 
I% 

Thus the bunch will completely decohere in about 34 ms. 
Thus the scheme is indeed possible. Assuming that 5 711s 

is needed in passing through a resonance: the emittance 
growth will bc about 5 N 1.5%. Thus the scheme is limited 
by its applicability due to bunch decoherence. 

2.4 Is a 5 % Partial Snake Enough for the AGS? 

A partial snake introduces an effective resonanw strength 
& on each integer spin precession frequency. The polar- 
ization is given by Froissart-Stora Formula, 

z= 2e-2a 2r -YLtda _ 1 
I 

For the partial snake to dominate the spin depolarization 
process. jc( should be less than 0.012. 

The resonance strength at Gy = 45 is estimated to 
be 0.018 based on 1988 measured magnet survey data. It 
is thus interesting to study the interference between the 
longitudinal and transverse field errors at Gy = 45. 

2.5 Specification and Design of the 4.7 Tm 
Solenoid 

The experiment calls for t,he construction of a 4.7 Tm 
solenoid with length 90 inches, 3.8 million ampere turns 
and 1.5MW power supply. The magnet is ramped to peak 
field in 0.6 see to match the AGS cycle with 33 % duty 
cycle. The present design uses six layers 68 turns solenoid 
with current 9.5 KA. A schematic drawing of the conceptal 
designs is shown in Fig.2. 

Figure 2: .4 schematit tfrawing of t,llc% sciliwoitia! ])F”.tiill 

snake for the AGS. 

3 CONCLUSION 

The partial snake experiments at, the AC:S arc iIf fu~~tlzt- 

mental importance to the accclcrator physics study of spin 
motion in the synchrotron and to polarized proton collision 
experiments in the high energy collitlersg. such as RIIIC, 
Tevatron and the SSC. The experiment is approved and is 

likely to take place in 1at.c 3993 or early 191121. 
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